The purpose of these lectures is to give a short introduction into a very vast field of numerical simulations for cosmological applications. I focus on major features of the simulations: the equations, main numerical techniques, effects of resolution, and methods of halo identification.
but then (very long jump in assumptions) it predicts the number of objects at very nonlinear stage. Because it is not based on any realistic theory of nonlinear evolution (we just do not have one), it was an ingenious, but a wild guess. If anything, the approximation is based on a simple spherical top-hat model. But simulations show that objects do not form in this way -they are formed in a complicated fashion through multiple mergers and accretion along filaments. Still this very simple (and a very useful) prescription gives quite accurate predictions [15 ] .
The following of this lecture is organized in the following way. Section 2 gives the equations which we solve to follow the evolution of initially small fluctuations. A brief discussion of different methods is given in section 3. Effects of the resolution and some other technical details are also discussed in Section 3. Identification of halos ("galaxies") is discussed in Section 4.
Equations of evolution of fluctuations in an expanding universe
Usually the problem of the formation and dynamics of cosmological objects is formulated as N-body problem: for N point-like objects with given initial positions and velocities find their positions and velocities at any consequent moment. It should be remembered that this just a short-cut in our formulation -just to make things simple and avoid any discussion.
While it still mathematically correct in many cases, it does not explain what we are doing.
If we are literally to take this approach, we should follow the motion of zillions of axions, baryons, neutrinos, and whatever else our Universe is made of. So, what it has to do with the motion of those few millions of particles in our simulations? The correct approach is to start with the Vlasov equation coupled with the Poisson equation (and proper initial and boundary conditions). If neglect the baryonic component, which of course is very interesting, but would complicate our situation too much, the system is described by distribution functions f i (x,ẋ, t) which should include all different clustered components i. For a simple CDM model we have only one component (axions or whatever it is). For more complicated Cold plus Hot Dark Matter (CHDM) with few different types of neutrinos the system includes one DF for the cold component and one DF for each type of neutrino ( [16 ] ). The equations for the evolution of f i are:
Here a is the expansion parameter, Ω dm is the contribution of the clustered dark matter to the mean density of the Universe, m i is the mass of a particle of ith component of the dark matter. The solution of the Vlasov equation can be given in terms of characteristic equations, which look like equations of particle motion. The distribution function is constant along each characteristic. Complete set of characteristics is equivalent to the Vlasov equation. Of course, we can not have the complete set, but we can follow the evolution of the system (with some accuracy) if we select a representative sample of characteristics. One way of doing this would be to split initial phase space into small domains, take only one characteristic as representative for this volume element, and follow the evolution of the system of the "particles" in selfconsistent way. In models with one "cold" component of clustering dark matter (like CDM or ΛCDM) the initial velocity is a unique function of coordinates (only "Zeldovich" part is present, no thermal velocities). This means that we need to split only coordinate space, not velocity space. For complicated models with significant thermal component (CHDM), the distribution in full phase space should be taken into account. Usually, this is simulated by placing 1-10 particles in each coordinate with velocities, which mimic the distribution of real "thermal" velocities. Depending on what we are interested in, we might split initial space into equal-size boxes (typical setup for PM or P 3 M simulations) or we could divide some area of interest (say, where a cluster will form) into smaller boxes, and use much bigger boxes outside the area (to mimic gravitational forces of the outside material). In any case, the mass assigned to a "particle" is equal to the mass of the domain it represents. Now we can think of the "particle" either as a small box, which moves with the flow, but does not change its original shape, or as a point-like particle. Both presentations are used in simulations. None is superior to another.
There are different forms of final equations. If we choose "momentum" p = a 2ẋ as effective velocity (v pec = p/a,) and change the independent variable from time t to expansion parameter a, then the equations are
where Ω 0 , Ω curv,0 , and Ω Λ,0 are the density of the matter, effective densities of the curvature and cosmological constant in units of the critical density at z = 0. The curvature contribution is positive for negative curvature.
Methods
There are many different numerical techniques to follow the evolution of a system of many particles. For earlier reviews see Hockney & Eastwood [17 ] and Sellwood [18 ] . The most frequently used methods for cosmological applications fall in three classes: Particle Mesh (PM) codes, Particle-Particle/Particle-Mesh (P 3 M) codes, and TREE codes. All methods have their advantages and disadvantages.
PM code. It uses a mesh to produce density and potential. As the result, its resolution is limited by the size of the mesh. Largest simulations were done by the author: 800 3 mesh with 3 × 256 3 = 1.5 × 10 8 particles. New parallel supercomputer SP2 at Cornell will be used to run simulations with 1600 3 = 4.096 × 10 9 mesh. There are two advantages of the method: i) it is fast (the smallest number of operations per particle per time step of all the other methods), ii) it typically uses very large number of particles. The later can be crucial for some applications. There are few modifications of the code. There are few variants of PM code. "plain-vanilla" PM was described by Hockney & Eastwood [17 ] . It includes Cloud-In-Cell density assignment and 7-point discrete analog of the laplacian operator. Higher order approximations improve the accuracy on large distances, but degrade the resolution (e.g. [19 ] ). In an effort to reduce the order of approximation and to increase the resolution, Melott [20 ] introduced staggered mesh. It gives a better resolution on cell-size distances, but particles get self-forces (an isolated particle experiences a force from itself), which might be not a welcome feature. No serious testing of the method was done. P 3 M code is described in detail in [17 ] and [21 ] . It has two parts: PM part, which takes care of large-scale forces, and PP part, which adds small-scale particle-particle contribution. for galaxies in the large-scale environment, much better resolution is needed. Sometimes a minimum dynamical range of 10 4 is quoted: we need to go to 10 kpc to see a galaxy, and we need to go up to at least 100 Mpc in order to have large voids and superclusters. What we should also include in this "wish-list" is a required mass range. If we would like to have something, which looks like a 10 11 M ⊙ galaxy, it should consist of many particles. Say, 30-100 particles. This gives 10 9 M ⊙ per particle and 410 3 particles for 100 Mpc box. All existing methods fall short of these requirements: PM is lacking resolution (a factor of ten), others do not have enough mass resolution (a factor of ten). structures can be identified on the plot. Large empty (of galaxies) voids, long filaments, few groups of galaxies, and many isolated galaxies. While it is not clear from this plot whether we actually see filaments or sheets, Kofman et al.
Distribution of the matter and effects of resolution
[33 ] recently argued that they actually are filaments. It was a long-standing problem: the Zeldovich approximation was predicting "pancakes" and what was "numerically observed" looked more like filaments. The argument from the Zeldovich approximation is still valid. If we smooth initial density field and then randomly pick up a point at very early stage and trace its trajectory, then the particle will first hit a sheet, not a filament, because its middle eigenvalue of the deformation tensor is zero (on average) and the smallest one is negative. (Positive sign of an eigenvalue implies collapse along corresponding direction. Only one positive eigenvalue means collapse along only one directions -a sheet forms). But Kofman et al. argue that this is not we are doing.
We observe particle at a given moment. In this case we are asking what is the shape of an isodensity surface with density of few mean densities. This condition results in positive middle eigenvalue while keeping the expansion along the third axis -this is a filament.
In order to discuss objects on smaller scales we need to understand what happens with an isolated object, which size is close to the limit of resolution. In all codes the resolution (either a cell size or a softening parameter) is constant in comoving not proper coordinates. This means that the resolution actually decreases with time. (Look at the situation from a positive angle -the resolution gets much better if we go to high redshifts). For example, our resolution is 50 kpc and we have a galaxy with radius 50 kpc collapsing at z = 4, a = 0.2. The resolution at that redshift was 10 kpc -enough to reasonably resolve the object. Now, our resolution drops very severely. If this happened quickly (on dynamical scale), the galaxy would explode:
its total energy would be positive. Fortunately, this does not happen because the time-scale of growth of the softening parameter is equal to the expansion rate of the Universe, and the later is always longer than the dynamical time. Thus the galaxy will adiabatically expand once the softening length gets close to its radius. Figure 2 illustrates this behavior. A system of 300 particles with initial velocities slightly below virial velocities was simulated using a PP code. Initially the particles were randomly distributed in a sphere with 100 kpc radius.
Parameters were scaled in such a way that the total mass of the system is 10 12 M ⊙ , initial moment corresponds to a = 0.2, z = 4. Collapse happens at a = 0.25, z = 3. The radius of half mass is 50 kpc after collapse. The system was run once with softening parameter ǫ = 10 kpc in proper coordinates, and another time with ǫ = 10 kpc in comoving coordinates. This just confirms what is found in numerical simulations: isolated unresolved "galaxies" are small, almost spherical balls with 2 grid cells across their diameters.
In order get a better insight on the effects of the resolution and to understand what
should be expected if we significantly increase the resolution, two simulations were run with exactly the same initial conditions, but with twice different resolution. The same cosmological model as before was chosen (ΛCDM with Ω 0 = 0.3, h = 0.70). PM code with 128 3 particles, mesh 450 3 and 216 3 , box size 20h −1 Mpc was used. This gives the resolution of 44h −1 kpc and 92h −1 kpc for the two runs and mass for a particle m 1 = 3.1 × 10 8 h −1 M ⊙ . Figure   3 shows particles in a small 3x3 Mpc window in the simulations at z = 3. Only particles with estimated density indicated in the figure are shown and only 1/4 of all particles is displayed. Because the same isolated clump would have smaller radius and, thus, higher density with twice better resolution, density limits were slightly adjusted to take into account the difference in the resolution. Figure 4 shows the same window at z = 0. While plots for higher resolution show more small clumps, all large clumps are found in both plots. The differences are as expected: higher resolution results in more compact and dense objects. The most significant result lies in what was feared, but not found. The largest object in z = 0 plot has radius of about 300 kpc. The usual question was: having a low-resolution run with 100 kpc resolution, how do you know that with better resolution it will not split into, say into two objects? Our results indicate that it does not happen: with more then twice better resolution the object got a bit smaller, a bit rounder, got few tiny satellites, which were barely seeing with the low resolution, but it does not show any tendency to break int large peaces.
Figures 5 and 6 show another examples of comparison of the two simulations. In this case
we deal with a group of galaxies. The result is just the same: more small objects, the same large objects, no tendency for splitting of large halos into smaller ones.
While visual analysis indicates that we might be quite ok with relatively low resolution
if only large halos (above 10 10 M ⊙ ) are considered, it is not that easy to make quantitative analysis. Comparison of coordinates, velocities, and densities of individual particles in both simulations would be a natural test, but it just fails. The reason is the divergence of trajectories in dynamical systems: small differences in initial coordinates result in large differences after few dynamical times. The winding problem of the spiral pattern is just one of the manifestation of this divergence. As the result, deviations of coordinates x 44 − x 92 and velocities V x,44 −V x,92 as functions of density (Figures 7 and 8 ) indicate mainly sizes of virialized object, which exist at different redshift. Even in spite of the divergence of the trajectories, extremely large fraction of particles -99% -indicate the difference in coordinates less than 2 cell sizes and difference in velocities less than 100 km/s.
Halo identification and overmerging problem
There are different methods of identifying collapsed objects (halos) in numerical simulations.
Friends-Of-Friends (FOF) algorithm was used a lot and still has its adepts. If we imagine that each particle is surrounded by a sphere of radius bd/2, then every connected group of particles is identified as a halo. Here d is the mean distance between particles, and b is called linking parameter, which typically is 0.2. Dependance of groups on b is extremely strong. The method stems from an old idea to use percolation theory to discriminate between cosmological models. Because of that, FOF is also called percolation method, which is wrong because the percolation is about groups spanning the whole box, not collapsed and compact objects. FOF was criticized for failing to find separate groups in cases when those groups were obviously present [19 ] . The problem originates from the tendency of FOF to "percolate" through bridges connecting interacting galaxies or galaxies in high density backgrounds.
DENMAX tried to overcome the problems of FOF by dealing with density maxima [19 ,34 ] . It finds maxima of density and then tries to identify particles, which belong to each maximum (halo). The procedure is quite complicated. First, density field is constructed.
Second, the density (with negative sign) is treated as potential in which particles start to move as in a viscous fluid. Eventially, particles sink at bottoms of the potential (which are also maxima density). Third, only particles with negative energy (relative to their group) are retained. Just as in the case of FOF, we can easily imagine situations when (this time)
DENMAX should fail. For example, two colliding galaxies in a cluster of galaxies. Because of large relative velocity they should just pass each other. In the moment of collision DENMAX ceases to "see" both galaxies because all particle have positive energies. That is probably quite unlikely situation. The method is definitely one of the best at present. The only problem is that it seems to be too complicated for present state of simulations. In Figure 5 all particles in the central ∼1 Mpc area will be just one halo. The mass function of dark halos, constructed in this way, has a very long tail extending into masses, which are far too large for individual galaxies. The existence of this tail is often called "overmerging problem". Figure 9 gives comparison of mass functions of dark halos n(> M ) in previous two simulations with different resolutions. The full curve shows the mass function for high resolution run. Note that high mass tail of the mass functions does not depend on resolution, which indicates convergence of the results. The mass function flattens in both simulations at different level (more small-mass objects with high resolution), but at the same mass, which corresponds to 20-30 particles per object.
Actually, there are two "overmerging" problems. One arises because of naive application of the top-hat model. Consider our Galaxy and Andromeda Nebula as a testbed. If we assume that both galaxies have flat rotation curves at least up to the radius of 100 kpc (which might be true), then overdensity at 100 kpc is about 4000 for our Galaxy and about twice that for Andromeda Nebula. The overdensity at half way between galaxies is about 200-300. Thus, if we had fantastic simulation with our Galaxy and M31 as they are in the Universe, our "overdensity 200" method would lump them together. There are different ways of fixing the problem. DENMAX probably would find both galaxies.
Unfortunately, there is real "overmerger" problem, which cannot be avoided that easily.
For a long time it was assumed that appearance of extremely large halos ("overmergers") is due to insufficient resolution. Numerical simulations indicated that with smaller and smaller mass of each particle, and with better and better resolution we see more and more substructure in overmergers. halo ("galaxy") falls into a larger one ("group"), it will be tidally disrupted at a distance where its central density is equal to the mean density of the large halo at that distance (for "group" with ρ ∝ r −2 ). Because the core of the large halo likely was formed earlier than the small halo, it has higher density. The only chance for the small halo to survive is to stay in peripheral parts of the group. Numerical simulations show that this is what happens. Figure 4 The same window at z = 0.
Figure 5
An example of a group of galaxies simulated with with different resolutions. Figure 6 The sane as in Figure 5 , but with different density threshold. 
